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This paper aims at presenting a dialogue-oriented approach to the construction of a graph

knowledge base (KB) supporting task-oriented human-machine interactions. In particular, we

focus on different pragmatic scenarios, facing the Common Ground issue and arguing that

knowledge bases (in the form of graphs) are needed to make a clarification and recover pieces

of information when inconsistencies occur during the communicative exchange.

The main contributions of this work are: 1) a flexible dialog system architecture designed

to be plugged into existing service infrastructures, 2) a graph-based knowledge representation

protocol to manage both dialog domain and dialog management, 3) a detailed investigation of

clarification requests forms with respect to their functions. After a brief introduction (see Section

1), we present: the theoretical underpinnings of the paper and the background work (see Section

2) our system architecture (see Sections 3 and 4) and the clarification requests (CRs) issue (see

Section 5); our CRs classification, and some examples in context (see Section 6).

1. Introduction

In this paper, we present a way to handle some of the main pragmatic issues that a
task-oriented Dialogue System (DS) should manage to achieve the communicative goal
(and the task completion), arguing that the construction of a back-end Knowledge Base
(KB) should not only be concerned with domain representation but also with dialogues
history tracking and specialised recovery strategies.
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The importance of pragmatics in dialogue management has increased, in recent
years, following the significant breakthroughs concerned with semantics. Multi-turn
interaction, in particular, greatly benefits from considerations that go beyond one-shot
interpretations and that rely on previously collected knowledge. This is not limited
to the context of a single dialogue but can span over previous interactions as well.
In this context, ambiguities, belief conflicts, and misunderstandings require adequate
strategies that should be explicitly represented in software modules providing support
to dialogue managers. Pragmatic issues are mostly not handled in commercial dialogue
systems. Our proposal integrates a detailed analysis of clarification requests and their
representation in the knowledge graph to support the development of disambiguation
strategies.

We will thus present an approach to the construction of a closed-domain Graph
KB that we define "dialogue-oriented" since it stores information about the domain as
well as information on how to manage dialogue to overcome uncertainty or ambiguity
occurring during slot-filling or intent and entity recognition. Our KB is designed to help
handle a problematic conversation, enabling a Dialogue Management (DM) module
to pose the most correct Clarification Request (CR) in different pragmatic scenarios to
correctly ground information.

After a brief introduction to the background work (see Section 2), in Section 3 we
will present our infrastructure for the development of task-oriented dialogue systems;
in Section 4 we will focus on the KB architecture, showing how data are represented in
our graph model, through a real use case: a prototype in a commercial domain.

Then we will explore the grounding issue, presenting the theoretical background
we refer to in human-human as well as in human-machine communication (see Section
5).

Finally, we will propose a further classification of Clarification Requests (see Section
6) and we will present some cases of miscommunication that the machine can solve by
relying on our graph KB model, exemplifying them through some use cases.

We will then draft our conclusions (see Section 7).

2. Related work

Following the classification provided in Deriu et al. (2021), dialogue systems can be
classified into three main categories:r Task-oriented systems: developed to help the user solve a specific task as

efficiently as possible;r Conversational agents: display a more unstructured conversation, as their
purpose is to have open-domain dialogues with no specific task to solve;r Question answering systems: built for the specific task of answering
questions concerning a specific domain.

A further classification concerns the restrictiveness of the domain which can be
open, without strict boundaries, or closed. While in open-domain systems a single
infrastructure may be enough to develop many dialogue systems, closed-domain sys-
tems do not allow to do the same and often require a single system for each target
domain (Nakano and Komatani 2020). In this work, we present a domain-independent
infrastructure based on the use of knowledge graphs for the development of task-
oriented dialogue systems.
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Figure 1
Publications on the use of knowledge graphs and dialog systems (source: Google Scholar).

In the literature, several works represented knowledge through graph databases in
different domains of application. Origlia et al. (2019) considered them very important
for the realisation of interactive experiences, so much to be included in their framework
FANTASIA. KBot (see Ait-Mlouk and Jiang (2020)) is a chatbot system based on knowl-
edge graph database that leverages the technologies of machine learning and natural
language understanding, including named entity recognition, factoid, and recurrent
questions, as well as dialogue management, which improved the end-to-end user ex-
perience in terms of interactive question answering and performance. In Bao, Ni and
Liu (2020) a chatbot framework adopts a hybrid model which consists of a knowledge
graph and a text similarity model for answering complex medical questions. Miliani et
al. (2019) designed a system called Text Frame Detector which populates a frame-based
ontology stored in a graph database.

Nowadays, graph databases are largely used in the field of dialogue systems to
both represent the domain knowledge and support the dialogue management, since
they provide a natural way of showing concepts and relations among them. Several
approaches have been developed, each one conceived for a specific task. As shown
in Figure 1, studies on the usage of knowledge graphs for dialogue management in
dialogue systems have increased during the last years.

Most of the works implement frame-based dialogue management strategies (Joki-
nen and McTear 2009), where the user intention is mapped to a structure identifying the
slots to be filled. Therefore, a dialogue system must be able to identify the frame and
retrieve the entities from the userâĂŹs utterance associating them to the corresponding
slots (see Section 4). In Zhao et al. (2021), the authors presented a graph-based dialogue
system for disease diagnosis. Specifically, they built a weighted heterogeneous graph
based on symptom co-occurrence and the proposed symptom frequency-inverse disease
frequency. This kind of implementation works well for disease diagnosis (since the
conversation is led by the DS) but it lacks portability to other domains. In Nakano
and Komatani (2020), the authors presented a framework for developing closed-domain
chat dialogue systems and employed a graph database containing food and restaurant
information as a case study. The proposed system goes in the direction of our idea
of domain-independent and adaptable representation but it does not provide a fine-
grained response classification for clarification needs. Also, it does not store dialogue
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management information (functions, responses, etc.) in the graph database. This is an
important issue for dialog systems generalisation: by moving management aspects that
are domain-specific from the dialog manager to the knowledge base, it is possible to
design engines that dynamically request domain-specific information to support high-
level strategies. For example, posing a question to fill a slot in a frame-based system
is a task pertaining to the dialogue manager but which slot is mandatory and what is
the actual question to pose are data to be retrieved from the database. In principle, as
long as domain-specific dialogue management strategies are consistently represented,
in relationship with the knowledge domain, there is no need to modify the dialogue
manager, which becomes a very portable module.

To overcome the problem of managing dialogue inconsistencies, we developed
an infrastructure capable of retrieving both the most appropriate CR to find missing
information and also using them to produce strategies to address grounding conflicts.
Retrieving the most appropriate CR given the user’s utterance is an open problem that
has been widely investigated in human-human conversations (see Section 5) and that
is currently investigated in human-machine communication. In an attempt to face it,
the ClariQ challenge was organised as part of the Conversational AI challenge series
(ConvAI3) at Search-oriented Conversational AI (SCAI) EMNLP workshop in 2020.
In particular, they built an open-domain dialogue corpus with manually annotated
clarifying questions (Aliannejadi et al. 2021). All the submitted solutions tried to solve
the problem by using neural-based approaches but none combined it with a knowledge
base support. Di Maro et al. (2021a) presented a way of using graphs to find Common
Ground (CG) inconsistencies in dialogue but the focus was not on the solutions needed
to overcome disambiguation through dialogue strategies.

3. System architecture

The dialogue-oriented KB we propose is part of a broader project called AI.CODIUM®.
There are three main goals behind the infrastructure design:

r enabling domain-specific language understanding;r enabling the management of different pragmatic scenarios through the use
of appropriate CRs;r enabling domain-independent dialogue management.

In order to test our infrastructure, we developed a prototype of a task-oriented DS in
the commercial domain, capable of recognising 54 speakers’ intentions and of managing
dialogue to collect the information needed to pursue a task.

In Figure 2, we show the general architecture of the prototype to better represent the
concepts behind our idea. The knowledge graph is the main module and it is in charge
of defining:

r the available intents to be recognised and the related slots to be filled;r the slot-filling rules and the entity validation functions (as hooks to the
user’s defined functions);r the questions to be prompted by the system.
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The user request is processed by the Natural Language Understanding (NLU) module
which could be implemented using different strategies, from rule-based approaches to
neural ones (as we did in our prototype), possibly using data stored in the graph KB.
Then, the Dialogue Management module defines both the filling/validation functions
and the dialogue flow policy (state tracking/update and next action selection) by query-
ing the graph KB. In particular, since functions and parameters are not hard-coded but
are stored in the graph as nodes, it is easy to modify the system behaviour by changing
relations and/or properties without rewriting the system source code. As described in
the next sections, the infrastructure aims at making the dialogue efficient, by retrieving,
where possible, all the information required from internal (KB) or external sources (web
services), without asking for continuous user confirmation.

Figure 2
Overall architecture schema showing the modules communication and the pragmatic area they
belong to.

Our aim is to focus on the pragmatic issue of CG, going beyond the intent-entity-
slot issue and showing how important a CR management is, not only for the sake of the
task completion but also in terms of naturalness of the dialogue. We will thus leave out
all the technical details regarding the software as well as details concerning the NLU
module. In fact, one of the advantages of our infrastructure is that it is possible to use it
with different dialogue strategies.

Note that we have not compared our system with another framework. This is
because we have not yet found any existing framework for selecting the most appro-
priate CR that we can compare with AI.CODIUM®. Nonetheless, we are planning an
evaluation phase of our prototype, which will be discussed in the conclusions (see
Section 7).
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4. Concepts and definitions

“All modern task-based dialogue systems, whether the simple GUS architecture [...] or
the more sophisticated dialogue state architectures [...] are based around frames. A
frame is a kind of knowledge structure representing the kinds of intentions the system
can extract from user sentences, and consists of a collection of slots, each of which can
take a set of possible values. Together this set of frames is sometimes called a domain
ontology.“ (Jurafsky and Martin 2019)

Frames are one of the most used strategies to represent information. Most of the
approaches based on frames trace back to Fillmore’s (1976) definition, with FrameNET
focusing on semantic frames triggered by Lexical Units (Fillmore, Lee-Goldman, and
Rhodes 2012), while others show slightly different approaches to the definition of the
frame, as in Miliani et al. (2019) where each frame is considered as a “domain entity“.

In our approach, a frame is the representation of a communicative situation (or
scenario) considered from an ontological and pragmatic point of view. Our frames were
designed according to three criteria: a) retrieved communicative intention, b) task to be
accomplished and c) focused entities. This structure, together with the annotated data
set, was stored in a graph database (i.e. Neo4j, see Section 4.1)1.

We defined the following elements:

Frame âĂŞ A frame is the highest level of representation in our hierarchy,
consisting of a collection of all the elements involved in a specific
communicative intention. The frame concept is a high-level abstract unit
that consists of the low-level representation of intents and their relations,
and which is not directly represented through the definition of a specific
frame node.

Intent âĂŞ Each intent represents a specific communicative intention and
it is designed to encompass both slots and entities. Each intent may have
zero, one or more slots in a 1:n relation. Data are organised through the
definition of micro- and macro-intents, where micro-intents are related to
the respective macro-intents through parent relations, and to other intents
through peer and preparatory relations (see Figure 3). Moreover, each
micro-intent can have one or more slots to fill, representing the data
required to accomplish a specific task.

Slot - A slot is an element that is necessary or optional to fulfil tasks. Each
slot has a 1:1 relationship with entity types that may be assigned to it. Each
slot has properties defining its behaviour depending on the related intent
(e.g.: mandatory vs optional, priority, etc.).

Entity - Entity types define the objects involved in each task and are
related to their linguistic cues. They can be of different types (named

1 In a graph database based on the labelled property graph model, data are represented following graph
theory by defining nodes, corresponding to vertices, and relations, corresponding to edges. Nodes are
often used to represent entities, may contain properties, in the form of key-value pairs, and may be
associated with one or more labels. Relationships between nodes must have a single label and could
contain properties as well as the nodes do.
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entities but also domain-specific entities) and can have different values, i.e.
their linguistic cues, their reference in the text.

Entity Dictionary - Each entity type can have n linguistic cues that are
salient for the slot filling and that can be retrieved in specific lists or
external sources (the ones stored in the Graph KB are labeled as
“Dictionary entries”). Furthermore, the dictionaries can be used for
Named Entity Recognition (NER) training and internal validation
processes (see Section 4.1).

The proposed architecture reveals to be very effective to clarify ambiguity and
non-understanding, during both intent and entity recognition tasks and the dialogue
management, thanks to the representation of all of their relations in a graph.

From the point of view of Dialogue Management, we can define the following
further elements:

Filling functions - In case of missing information, filling functions rule
how the object of a specific slot should be elicited through CRs. Such data
are stored in the KB instead of being treated in specific (external) Dialogue
Management modules.

Validation functions - Once the slot is filled, a validation function rules
how to verify if the retrieved entity can be properly grounded or needs
further clarification (disambiguation).

Actions - Actions are mapped onto concrete system procedures which
could instantiate several behaviours, like redirecting to a specific URL,
calling a web service to retrieve information, or any other custom
procedure. Actions that require parameters can be defined by relating
them to one or more Action Parameter nodes.

Questions - Types of requests to be used under particular conditions
during the dialogue flow (see Section 6).

All of the mentioned elements, both the ones pertaining to the specific domain
(as frames, intents, slots, entities and entities dictionaries) and the ones pertaining to
the dialogue management level (i.e. information on how to use Domain Knowledge
while managing the dialogue, as filling and validation functions and action nodes) are
connected by means of n-ary relations and convey their own attributes to further define
data and metadata (e.g. descriptions, types, sources, etc.). We will refer to the first ones
as knowledge nodes representing ontological knowledge and to the second ones as
dialogue nodes representing dialogic knowledge (see also Jannach (2020) who goes in
the same direction, talking about CRS, Conversational Recommender Systems)2.

2 “Various types of knowledge are used in CRS. [. . . ] different types of Domain and Background
Knowledge are often leveraged by CRS. Many approaches explicitly encode dialogue knowledge in
different ways, e.g., in the form of pre-defined dialogue states, supported user intents, and the possible
transitions between the states” (Jannach et al. 2020, p. 105:4).
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4.1 The Graph representation

To represent our data we defined a set of nodes, associated with meaningful labels,
connected by directed relations.

In Figure 3, we show our graph structure organised into two subcategories: knowl-

edge nodes and dialogue nodes (see Table 1).

Table 1
Table showing node types.

Node label Category
MACRO_INTENT Knowledge
MICRO_INTENT Knowledge
SLOT Knowledge
ENTITY Knowledge
ENTITY_DICTIONARY Knowledge
ENTRY Knowledge
FILLING_FUNCTION Dialogue
VALIDATION_FUNCTION Dialogue
ACTION Dialogue
UTTERANCE Dialogue
QUESTION Dialogue

The first category includes all the nodes related to the domain knowledge:

r MACRO_INTENTs represent the user intentions and they are connected to
MICRO_INTENTs through HAS_MICRO_INTENT relations.r MICRO_INTENTs are then connected to SLOT nodes representing the
needed information for handling the task, with HAS_SLOT relations.r SLOTs refer to the corresponding ENTITY nodes through HAS_ENTITY
relations.r ENTITY nodes, then, are connected through HAS_DICTIONARY relations
to ENTITY_DICTIONARY nodes which contain information about the
possible data associated with an entity. Regarding the ENTRY nodes, they
have been conceived to be populated in different ways. If an entity can be
represented by a finite set of items, it can be manually added to the KB and
connected to the ENTITY_DICTIONARY node through HAS_ENTRY
relations, or it can be imported by external sources like supplier’s
databases, linked open data (e.g. Wikidata3), as described in Grazioso et al.
(2018), and more. Otherwise, the entries can be defined by a set of rules or
patterns identifying a specific entity type (e.g., tax code, dates or product
ID).r Utterances contained in our collected data-set have also been included in
the graph database by defining UTTERANCE nodes and connecting them

3 https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page
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with the corresponding MICRO_INTENT through HAS_INTENT
relations.

All the nodes and properties strictly related to dialogue management belong to the
second category. We defined four kinds of nodes handling information useful to support
a human-agent dialogue: FILLING_FUNCTION, VALIDATION_FUNCTION, QUES-
TION and ACTION.

r Each node has a specific task, FILLING_FUNCTION provides information
about the slot filling and it is conceived to support the development of an
event-driven interaction. Its properties define the behaviour associated
with a SLOT, providing, among others, a fire_on property, having a value
in the set filled, not_filled, and a type property which defines, through the
corresponding ACTION nodes, if the piece of information to fill the slots
has to be retrieved locally, by querying the graph database or remotely, by
querying external services, and which CR is the most appropriate to elicit
such data.r VALIDATION_FUNCTION stores information needed to validate an
entity for a slot either locally, by querying the graph, or externally, by
querying an external service. When the validation fails, the system can
retrieve a CR (QUESTION node) to update the acquired piece of
information before grounding it, through HAS_QUESTION relations.r QUESTION nodes provide all the possible requests to be prompted based
on the situation, they are identified through their syntactic form and
pragmatic function (validation, disambiguation, etc.) and can be triggered
via their type (see Section 6)4.r ACTION nodes define the operations to be performed at different stages of
the task completion: 1) validating information (both formal or existence
validations, e.g. a product ID is formally correct and/or it exists in the
pointed source), 2) triggering the right questions in case of missing
information for the slot-filling, 3) instantiating the output in the final stage
of the task fulfilment, i.e. the answer to the user’s request (giving a piece of
information, showing a result, redirecting to a web page, forward the
request to a human operator, etc.).

Finally, since interrelations between intents could occur, we also defined the following
relations: parents, peers and preparatory. They are important for dialogue management
and will be described in detail in the Sections 6.1.1 and 6.2. The above defined nodes and
relations (see Table 1) are conceived to be general and domain-independent in order to
provide a set of standard procedures capable of retrieving the information required to
drive the dialogue towards the task completion.

4 How the question nodes are populated depends on the single project. Once defined the types, they can be
manually added or generated by means of NLG techniques.
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Figure 3
Graph representation of the knowledge base. It contains dialogic nodes (FILLING_FUNCTIONs,
VALIDATION_FUNCTIONs, ACTIONs, and QUESTIONs) which could be used to manage the
dialogue flow, and ontological nodes (MACRO_INTENTs and MICRO_INTENTs, SLOTs, and
ENTITIES) representing the domain specific knowledge. Moreover, utterance nodes are
connected to the intents and could be used to train intent recognition models. Knowledge and
Dialogue nodes are identified respectively by thin and thick borders.

4.2 A case study

To better illustrate our infrastructure design, we set up a proof of concept by building a
prototype of a task-oriented DS in the commercial domain.

We collected a corpus of conversations selected among Customer Assistance inter-
actions in the field of commerce transactions (see Mancini and Russo (2022)). Our first
aim was to create a detailed tag-set to minimise ambiguity since the very beginning.
The corpus was built starting from human-human commerce interactions in Italian.
To collect the widest set of linguistic expressions of the communicative intentions we
focused on, we selected all the speakers’ intents belonging to the Dialogue Act (DA)
“Info-requests”, following the latest accepted version of multi-functional ISO standard
24617-2 for DA annotation (see Roccabruna et al. (2020)). We thus selected data among
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the diamesic varieties of spoken and written human-human interactions, ranging over
more diatechnic varieties. In particular, we selected our data from:

r spoken conversations transcriptions extracted by phone calls in a
business-to-business domain,r written conversations extracted by a help-desk chat in a
business-to-consumer domain,r written conversations extracted by help-desk chats and emails in a
business-to-business domain.

Once the corpus was built, we annotated a large set of micro-intents, grouping
them together into few macro-intents. The corpus consists of about 10.000 sentences
annotated as intents, after a strict annotation agreement check5. We thus represented all
the retrieved macro- and micro-intents in a set of hierarchically related frames, each one
carrying information about slots, related entity types, and more.
Although several classifications of business and commerce transactions already exist
âĂŞ e.g. the commerce scenario in FrameNet6âĂŞ we designed a more detailed and fine-
grained hierarchy to tackle ambiguity and distinguish among different intents that are
not similar from a pragmatic point of view but refer to the same objects in the external
world and thus can be easily misunderstood by the machine (and by humans too). The
tag-set contained a wide set of micro-intents that have been further enriched in their
architecture depth with another layer of macro-intents, using a bottom up approach.
In Figure 4 we show an example in context. Consider a frame - in our domain of e-
commerce transactions - that encompasses the scenario of a complaint. This frame, with
a macro-intent called ’Complaint’ (i.e. a complaint regarding something bought that did
not satisfy the customer), can encompass different pragmatic intentions that involve the
same objects or entities (i.e. an order or a product).

These communicative needs can be represented by the three micro-intents through
which the user may ask for: ’Refund’, ’Replacement’ or ’Missing item’. All of these
micro-intents involve the same entities in a slightly different way having different slot
filling rules and functional properties.

The macro-intent encompasses 4 slot types (Order ID, Product ID, Original product
ID, Updated product ID) that can be filled by two entity types (Order ID and Product
ID) and each slot has different properties depending on the micro-intents it is attached
to. In fact, during a ’Refund’ the slots Order ID and Product ID are not in a hierarchical
relationship so that either of the two can be used to trigger the task. On the contrary,
during a request for ’Missing item’ both the slots are mandatory (see Fig. 4). As for
entities, while in ’Refund’ and ’Missing item’ requests we just have one occurrence of
each entity type, during the ’Replacement’ we could need to differentiate among two
occurrences of the same entity type (Product ID) filling two different slots (Original
product ID vs Updated Product ID) when, for example, the customer requests a replace-
ment with a different product. Considering entity validation, while during ’Refund’
and ’Missing item’ we already have all of the needed data stored in the (external) KB
of the customer’s history, being thus able to double-check information collected during

5 We will not go into details here since our focus is on the knowledge representation coming out from our
annotation rather then on tagging itself.

6 See: https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/fndrupal/frameIndex.
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Figure 4
Architecture of the communicative scenario of REFUND, with filling and validation function
nodes. Above each slot we can see some of the slot attributes (e.g. priority, mandatory) and their
possible values, ruling the slot filling process during dialogue.

the dialogue, during a ’Replacement’ we may not have them. In such cases, we have a
missing information scenario where the pieces of information needed for the task must
be retrieved by the machine. If slot-filling or validation fail for any reason, the system
will trigger the most appropriate CR to ground the information it needs to go ahead
with its task.

5. Grounding through clarification requests

In this section, we will argue that clarification is needed for a task-oriented DS to be
sure to achieve the communicative goal and succeed in the task completion. Moreover, a
more fluent and natural dialogue flow can be reached relying on a graph based ontology
where different types of CRs are stored.

5.1 Grounding theory

In human-human conversation participants are constantly monitoring each other to
seek evidences whether the last utterance has been correctly understood. If the exchange
succeeds, the information is grounded and becomes part of shared information of the
speakers; if it is not, then clarifying previous information is required to fully achieve
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their informational goals (Ginzburg 1998). De Boni and Manandhar (2005) refer to such
exchanges as clarification dialogues, âĂIJas the questions that constitute them either
clarify previous questions or answers, or clarify the mental picture the user is trying
to build by elaborating on previously asked or given informationâĂİ. Communication,
indeed, is a joint activity in which âĂIJtwo speakers must assume a vast amount of
shared information or common ground, that is mutual knowledge, mutual beliefs,
and mutual assumptionsâĂİ (Clark and Brennan 1991). To coordinate on this process,
speakers need to update their common ground from time to time.

Also in human-machine interaction, pieces of information provided in the previous
exchanges need to be recovered or stabilised in order to build the so-called Common
Ground (CG). In this paper we will refer to the four main types of Common Ground
acknowledged by Clark (2015): personal, local, communal and specialised.

Personal common ground is “a record of the common ground accumulated over
time and over repeated exchanges” with an individual (Clark 2015, p. 329). We could
compare it with a customer’s history kept in a DB, a sort of “diary kept in relation
to that person”, though this may regard the customers’ commercial history and not
always their dialogues with a machine. A part of personal common ground is local
common ground that is tied to the information obtained from a single exchange with
an unknown or known interlocutor. According to Clark (2015), information of this type
can be the opening hours for a shop, what time a train leaves, and so on, i.e. typical
questions managed by a task-oriented chatbot. In our infrastructure, Personal Common
Ground is stored in the Custom Dialogue Management (see Figure 2).

Communal common ground refers to information shared with people that belong
to an entire community and it includes general knowledge, knowledge about the same
social background, and so on. Within these communities, restricted groups of people
sharing areas of expertise in some domain of knowledge (medicine, law, commerce,
and so on), where specialised vocabulary is extremely close to that specific domain, can
be found. Clark refers to this type as specialised common ground. In our infrastructure,
this type of CG is stored in Dialogue-oriented KB (see Figure 2).

All collective actions are built on common ground and its accumulation through a
grounding process: an important part of natural communication, as well as of human-
machine conversation. During communication, human speakers collaborate to make the
message clear and store it correctly, to reach the so-called Grounding criterion:

âĂIJThe contributor and the partners mutually believe that the partners have
understood what the contributor meant to a criterion sufficient for current purposesâĂİ
(Clark and Schaefer 1989).

In order to consider the communication to be successful, speakers must assume
that the grounding criterion has been entirely satisfied. To do so, contributing can be
divided into two phases: the presentation phase and the acceptance phase (Clark and
Schaefer 1989). The latter is where difficulties occur since it is generally initiated by
the interlocutor indicating his state of understanding as successful or troubling. In the
first case, there is no misunderstanding in the comprehension of the utterances, that
can be expressed by different types of understanding evidence. In the second case,
when inconsistencies occur during communication, the interlocutor should initiate the
acceptance phase by giving evidence of that problem.

In human-machine interaction, providing evidence for grounding information can
be very difficult and can require a major effort from the user. This is what Brennan
(1998) calls the grounding problem in human-computer interaction, principally due to
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inadequate feedback and impoverished context. While in human-human conversation,
feedback is naturally provided by the speakers, during an interaction with a dialogue
system, the success of the communicative goal falls on the human speaker responsibility,
since the machine could encounter difficulties in presenting feedback that is adequate
to the communicative situation.

Feedback, indeed, is the type of evidence we are looking for during communication
and it can be presented as negative or positive according to our partner’s level of under-
standing. A milestone in this field is Allwood et al. (1992) who propose a classification in
four basic communicative functions: contact, perception, understanding, and attitudinal
reaction7.

5.2 Clarification Requests

As Gabsdil (2003) puts it, in human-human communication, when speakers do not
(fully) understand or are uncertain about previous information provided by their part-
ner, a clarification request (CR) is initiated. CRs are a fundamental part of the clarifica-
tion dialogue, they represent a pragmatic tool that plays a major role in the grounding
process and through which the interlocutors can maintain mutual understanding of the
communicated message.

Clarifications are usually uttered in the context of miscommunication. Following
Hirst et al. (1994), miscommunication can be partitioned into three different types: mis-
understanding, non-understanding, and misconception. The type of CRs we deal with
in this paper falls under the “non-understanding” category since “misunderstanding”
typically leads to correction rather than clarification8 and “misconception” leads to a CR
characterised by a surprised intonation due to misalignment between the hearer and
speaker’s belief about the world. Regarding the non-understanding category, Gabsdil
(2003) suggests three different possible levels of interpretation: no interpretation at all,
uncertain interpretation, and ambiguous interpretation. Since in our case study, the
machine always interprets something, what it should be able to manage is the uncertain
and/or the ambiguous interpretation; that means that even if it finds more than one
possible interpretation of an utterance, the system should handle the conversation,
posing the most correct CR to disambiguate and ground information correctly.

For humans, managing the grounding process is not a big deal since they can
recover the implied information through simple feedback or back-channels producing
the most effective CR to achieve mutual understanding. Dialogue systems, on the
other hand, present different problems when they have to deal with imperfect (speech)
recognition. To solve this problem, one strategy is cautious grounding, which requires
the user to explicitly confirm all information provided to the system. The problem
with cautious grounding is that it leads to very unnatural and inefficient dialogues.
In extreme cases, systems pose much more generic clarification questions than task-
related questions (Gabsdil 2003). In their study on CRs in Dialogue Systems, Stoyanchev

7 Feedback, according to Allwood (1992), is a linguistic mechanism that allows the exchange of
information between two or more participants about four basic communicative functions which are: 1)
contact (i.e., whether the interlocutor is willing and able to continue the interaction); 2) perception (i.e.,
whether the interlocutor is willing and able to perceive the message); 3) understanding i.e., whether the
interlocutor is willing and able to understand the message; 4) attitudinal reactions (i.e. whether the
interlocutor is willing and able to react and (adequately) respond to the message, specifically whether
he/she accepts or rejects it).

8 In our case study misunderstanding could occur when new information given by the user clashes with
previously given information.
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et al. (2014) argue that nowadays Dialogue Systems tend to use generic clarification
questions to clarify unclear sentences, i.e. requests for repetition or rephrasing of the
previous utterance instead of more functional target clarification questions, i.e. requests
that signal and report just the unclear portion of the utterance. The forms and functions
in which CRs occur have been investigated by many scholars, one of them is Purver
(2004) who, starting from Ginzburg and CooperâĂŹs investigation (2001), classifies
the CRs according to their form and reading, naming generic questions as non-reprise
questions and target questions as types of reprise questions. A finer-grained and multi-
dimensional classification has been provided by Rodriguez and Schlangen (2004) that
has been taken into consideration in the extended classification proposed by Di Maro et
al. (2021). Di Maro et al. start from Allwood and colleagues (1992) and define four basic
communicative functions: contact, perception, understanding, and intention. For each
stage, their classification defines the problem that could have led to a misunderstanding,
the phenomenon that could have triggered it, the distinction between CR form and
function, and, at last, the compromised item during the conversation. Our work focuses
on some of the issues that in the mentioned framework the authors define as pertaining
to the communication levels of intention and understanding. In the next paragraph, we
will go deeper into the CR issue and propose a more detailed classification, particularly
suited for task-oriented dialogue systems, showing how data and relations stored in our
graph KB can support the selection of the most correct CR type for each investigated
pragmatic scenario.

6. CRs and pragmatic scenarios

As seen in the previous paragraphs, we designed a KB capable of storing information
about the conceptual and linguistic domain of a task-oriented chatbot (see among
others (Hussain, Ameri Sianaki, and Ababneh 2019)) as well as information regarding
the actions the machine could or should do to manage the Common Ground and the
dialogue, achieving the tasks related to a specific intent. In this section, we will present
some cases of miscommunication in different pragmatic scenarios (see among others
(McShane 2017)) which could be solved by the machine by relying on our graph KB
model, and in particular, the properties and relations among the different nodes we
stored in it (see Section 4). As already mentioned, the main aim of our infrastructure
is to make it possible to avoid as much as possible the use of generic clarification
questions (Stoyanchev, Liu, and Hirschberg 2014) in dialogue managing when, for ex-
ample, an NLU model does not achieve a sufficient score that guarantees it has correctly
understood the human input or it needs to acquire new information to complete its
task. In order to reach this goal, we further enriched the classification proposed by Di
Maro et. al (2021), identifying different types of CRs for different pragmatic scenarios
that a task-oriented DS may need to handle when dealing with intents, slots, and
entities. As summarised in Table 2, we identified some of the main pragmatic issues
such as intent and entity disambiguation, slot-filling, and entity grounding. In the
second column we show which resources of our infrastructure should be explored to
retrieve the most appropriate CR among the types we identified in the third column
(i.e. positive polar questions, alternative questions, high negative polar questions, wh-
questions, non-reprise questions), and we suggest if the requests must be posed in a
precise order or they can be used as alternatives, depending on the dialogue strategy the
DS’s developers want to set out. Finally, in the fourth column, we present the functions
each CR type fulfils for each pragmatic issue.
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In addition to nodes and their properties, we conceived three kinds of relations
among the intents, on the basis of their status as “parents” or “peers”9 and of their
capability to be “preparatory” for another intent:

1. parent relations, labelled as HAS_MICRO_INTENT, connect
MICRO_INTENTs to MACRO_INTENTs in a hierarchic structure
(MICRO_INTENTs sharing part of their formal properties with the related
MACRO_INTENT);

2. peer relations, labelled as IS_PEER, are instantiated among intents that are
near from a semantic point of view but differ in their pragmatic functions.
Peer relations connect intents that are not “relatives” (i.e. which do not
belong to the same frame) but are mainly used to connect very similar
intents (based e.g. on the same entity, or intent object) that nonetheless
differ from an “operational” point of view (e.g. operational vs.
informational tasks).

3. preparatory relations, labelled as IS_PREPARATORY_TO, signal that an
intent may be useful to trigger pieces of information needed for the
slot-filling of another intent when such data are not at the userâĂŹs
disposal.

In the following paragraphs, we will better explain how the table is meant to be
used, by exemplifying it through real communicative situations.

Table 2
Schema of CR types. For each pragmatic issue, the table shows the related source to be explored
in the KB, the CRs type, and the function they perform. CR types in the same cell are intended as
consequential, while the ones in separated cells are meant as alternatives.

Pragmatic Issues KB source CR types Function

Intent Disambiguation
Parent relation Positive Polar question Confirmation SelectionAlternative question

Peer relation Alternative question Disambiguation
Polar question Confirmation

Entity Disambiguation Dictionary relation Alternative question Disambiguation
Validation function Non-reprise question Understanding

Entity Grounding Dialogue state tracking and/or external DB High Negative Polar question Conflict resolution

Slot-filling Filling function

Alternative question

Slot-fillingWh-Question
Positive Polar question
Explicit request

Entity Retrieval Intent preparatory relation (Positive Polar question) Selection
Wh-Question Information seeking

6.1 Common Ground and Clarification Requests

CRs are needed when the communicative intention of the human speaker recognised
by the machine needs a double-check before being stored in the Common Ground of
the latter, or when the received information clashes with what the machine has already

9 The concepts of parent and peer relations have already been used in ontology research (s., among other,
Ram and Park (2004)) as well as in the context of Construction Grammar (s. Norde (2014) and Russo
(2016)).
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stored in the so-called Personal Common Ground (Clark 2015)10. As to the first point,
we identify two levels of disambiguation concerning, respectively, intents and entities.

6.1.1 Intent Disambiguation Requests
One of the main problems with intent recognition is what to do when the machine is not
sure about the users’ intention. As already mentioned, some systems rely on generic CRs
while others adopt a cautious grounding strategy. In some cases, it could be possible to
disambiguate on the basis of the customer’s history while in other cases CRs may be
instantiated on the basis of the confidence score returned by a machine learning module.
In many other cases, though, such data-driven strategies might not be sufficient because
the customer has never interacted with the chatbot before or the confidence score is very
similar among more than two intents. In such cases, we propose to refer to the relations
we instantiated in the graph KB among the intents, to find the right question to ask the
users. Using a cognitive model for the representation of the communicative scenarios,
as seen in Section 4, we conceived and designed them as frames, i.e. as schemes or
constructions, each with its configuration, in terms of properties and relations toward
other node types. As to the intent-intent relationship, parent relations can be explored in
cases of uncertain or ambiguous interpretation (Gabsdil 2003) to determine at least the
macro-intent of the human user. The machine could thus ask for confirmation through
a positive polar question to establish the common ground and then make an alternative
question, e.g. proposing the set of micro-intents related to the macro-intent. As to the
frame ’Complaint’ exemplified above (see Fig. 4), when the machine is not sure if the
user wants a refund or a replacement of a bought article (and it has no other means
to decide which is the right intent) it could ask for confirmation of the main intention:
complaining about an order, and then request the user to select the right micro-intent.

On the other side, peer relations can be instantiated between (macro- or micro-)
intents that may focus on the same entities, though not always filling the same slot.
In our customer support domain, this strategy was applied to intents having the same
object but triggering an operational vs. informational task. In the ’Refund’ example cited
above, our data show that people may ask for a refund of an order they already made
(so the machine has to handle an operational task) or simply ask, before instantiating
an order, if the shop has a refund policy or how it works. Depending on the adopted
NLU technique this problem may have more or less impact on the dialogue flow (e.g. it
could be especially relevant when frames are retrieved by means of their slot or entities
since the operational and the informational intent do treat the same object). In our case
study, we built a fine-tuned transformer-based model which reaches an accuracy of 0.9
(on a model trained on 54 intents) but, still, not all the requests by the users are simply
to classify. In some cases, indeed, there is no contextual linguistic evidence that leads
the machine (or the human annotator) to the right interpretation of the utterance, e.g.
when the speaker utters something like “Hi, would it be possible to request a refund?”.
So, having a peer relation stored in the KB, the machine can ask for confirmation by
formulating either an Alternative Question (e.g.“do you want a refund of an order you
made or simply want information about our refund policy?”, i.e.: “are you asking if it’s
possible or are you asking me to do that?”) or a Polar Question if, e.g., the dialogue
flow has been set to automatically lean toward one of the peer intents (e.g. “so you

10 As already mentioned, in our prototype (see Figure 2) the so-called Personal Common Ground is stored
in the Custom Dialogue Management Module which gets updated at each dialogue exchange, while the
Communal Common Ground is stored in graph KB itself.
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want to ask for a refund, don’t you?”). In this example, the micro-intent performing
an operational task pertains to the macro-intent ’Complaint’ and has some slots to fill,
while the one outputting an informational activity is connected to the macro-intent
’Generic info’ of the frame FAQ, which has no slots to fill, that is, they instantiate two
different actions and, thus, two different dialogue flows.

6.1.2 Entity Disambiguation Requests
Disambiguation might be needed when dealing with entities too. Scholars and devel-
opers have faced this problem from different perspectives, finding multiple solutions to
the entity detection task (Shen, Wang, and Han 2015). We will not go into details here,
since the aim of this Section is to show how our dialogue-oriented KB may enhance
disambiguation by using some target CRs in those cases which fall under the issues of
entity linking and entity validation.

In the first case, we have one signifier (or entity) related to two (or more) different
signifieds (or entity types) mapped through a unique relation. How the relations are
mapped in the KB depends on the single application - and we know that a graph KB
can be easily used to store and manage linked open data too (4.1). The point here is
that the KB is designed to overcome uncertain or misleading entity interpretation by
triggering the right disambiguation request based on the involved entities. In some
domains, such as the one we are dealing with, i.e. a commercial industrial domain11,
entity linking may not be so easy12. That is the case, for example, of entities representing
the same object (thus the same signifier for the same signified) which may nonetheless
fall under different categories depending on the adopted taxonomy. In the so-called
ETIM classification13 a “circuit breaker” is classified as “class” (i.e. as product type)
as well as “feature” of a different class (i.e. as product attribute), so in a sentence like
“I’d like to buy a circuit breaker” the machine should tag “circuit breaker” as product
type, while in an utterance like “I’m looking for a CEE socket with circuit breaker” the
latter should be tagged as product feature. In an intent like ’Product search’, filling the
right slot (i.e. product type vs. feature) may improve the search engine capabilities and
let it return the right output values. In case of uncertainty, the machine could either
instantiate a different (more general) query on the target DB or produce an alternative
question, either asking the customer if he/she is looking for a product (i.e. circuit
breaker) or the other item tagged as a product (i.e. CEE socket) containing a circuit
breaker (as a feature) or making a multiple-choice question (this choice depending on
the technique used for question/language generation).

As to the entity validation, CRs might be necessary when one word gets tagged as
an entity (in our case using a machine learning algorithm) but then the form can not
be found in the corresponding source we use to validate it (e.g. order or product IDs,
brands, and so on). In such cases the machine could use a more generic CR, asking
for rephrasing the single item it was not able to validate or it may instantiate a Wh-
Question, asking the user to choose from among a list of items retrieved from the KB.
As seen above, validation strategies are also stored in our KB and are mapped N-N to

11 On the same domain see also Russo et al. (2019).
12 When dealing with named entities, entity linking is mainly based on linked open data and, in particular,

on Wikipedia.
13 ETIM is an international classification standard for technical products used in Europe. See

https://www.etim-international.com/.
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each slot, referring to the entity the slot is related to. In such nodes, we store information
on which CR type should be selected for that particular validation14.

6.1.3 Entity grounding requests
An interesting case that is more frequent in human-human than in human-machine
communication is the one concerning the grounding process when information stored
in the personal common ground of one participant clashes with the one evoked by the
other. That can occur, in a commercial domain like the one we are focusing on, when
the task is to edit an order by changing some data (the number of bought items, the
shipping address, etc.) or, in general, where an already given piece of information must
be updated with a new one. The original piece of information has already been stored
by the machine but the one brought by the user might be different. Let’s analyse the
following example from the intent ’Order update’. The human user asks: “Hi, I ordered
5 led lights but I need to buy 7 of them”. In such a case, the machine should be able to
fill two different slots, i.e. “original quantity” and “updated quantity”, with the same
entity type “quantity”. When dealing with task-oriented DS in very narrow domains
(such as “booking a flight”), such issues may be solved with a rule-based approach.
In our case, instead, the best solution would be to fill the “original quantity” slot by
checking information on the Personal Common Ground, i.e. by comparing the two
quantity values recognised by our algorithm with the data already stored in the DB
for the corresponding order, and fill the "updated quantity" slot with the other quantity
found in the utterance (possibly asking for confirmation). The need for a grounding
question arises when the information given by the user clashes with the one stored in
the Common Ground, as in the present example where the original quantity of the order
was 4 and not 5, as told by the human user.

Such a situation may be compared to what Domaneschi et al. (2017) call “original
speaker belief” where the bias of the machine is based on an already given piece of
information that is not confirmed by the newly-acquired bias arising from contextual
evidence, leading to the use of a so-called High Negative Polar Question, e.g. “Wasn’t it
5?”15.

6.2 Missing Information and Clarification Requests

CRs are also produced to recover information not fully provided by the user or not
validated by the machine.

6.2.1 Slot-filling Clarification Requests
In task-oriented chatbots, CRs may be necessary for the correct slot-filling. They can be
presented in form of:

1. Alternative or Wh-Questions when the user must choose between two or
multiple choices to instantiate an action (e.g. in intents involving a search
that can be defined with different filters, i.e. by more than one item, like

14 Our infrastructure provides three possible validation types: one that verifies if the retrieved entity exists
on the DB that has to be queried; another that makes a formal control on a specific data type; another
based on dictionaries, which can be stored in the knowledge graph or in an external source.

15 For Italian we refer to Di Maro et al. (2021b) who, starting from Domaneschi’s data, propose an extended
version of their experiments whose results exhibit that also in Italian, in such pragmatic conditions, the
preferred CR form is High Negative Polar Question, mainly expressed in the past tense.
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Order Search in our case study, where users can search by date, product, or
other criteria);

2. Polar Question when the system is not sure that the piece of information to
be retrieved is at the user’s disposal but this would be useful to avoid
other cascade questions (e.g. when a slot has a priority over other slots of
the same intent and a positive response would make other slots not
necessary anymore);

3. Explicit requests when the required information surely is at the user’s
disposal (e.g. in a complaint of an order, where the user must have the
order ID).

6.2.2 Entity retrieval Requests
A particular task our graph KB was designed to support is the ability to infer or retrieve
information when a slot can not be filled because the human speaker does not have
such a piece of information. Indeed, in cases like the request for product availability,
the slot to be filled would be the product ID. But what is to be done when the user
does not know it? The machine could rely on the graph KB, by exploring what we call
a “preparatory relation” and either ask the user if he/she first wants to find the right
product ID through a polar question (instantiating a product search) or autonomously
look for it on the basis of the given information and then ask the user to select or
confirm the desired product ID through a Wh-Question. In such cases, our decision to
conceive entities and slots separately proves to be effective since the machine could use
the entities found in the original utterance to fill the slots of the preparatory intent16.
In a sentence like “I’d like to know if you have 10 Daikin air conditioners available”,
our intent recognition model would recognise the intent ’Availability’ and the machine
would ask the speaker for the product ID, since this would be the necessary slot to
go ahead and instantiate the requested action17. When the machine understands that
the required piece of information is not at the speaker’s disposal, it can refer to the
preparatory intent ’Product search’ (whose relation with the ’product ID’ slot of the
’Availability’ intent had been previously stored in the KB) where the lexemes “Daikin”
and “air conditioners”, tagged as “brand” and “product type” entities respectively, will
now fill the corresponding slots which are necessary for the task of product search.
It could thus display the results of such a query and then ask the user to select the
correct product ID (typically with a Wh-Question) to go ahead with the original task
completion, i.e. giving information about the product availability.

7. Conclusion

In this work, we presented an approach to the construction of a knowledge base
supporting the dialogue from different points of view. Starting from the problems
arisen in the literature on human-human communication, we contextualised them in
the framework of human-machine communication, focusing on the communicative

16 Many studies, indeed, talk about slot-filling but what they actually do is slot labelling (s. Weld et al.
(2021)). We believe, instead, that the difference between entities and slots should be maintained for the
convenience of the ontology and its querability.

17 This could be done with a simple question like “can you give me the product ID?” or a polar question
like “do you know the product ID?”.
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function of understanding and, in particular, on the CRs that should be triggered during
the information processing.

We assumed that the fine-grained design of the relations between all of the elements
in our architecture can foster a correct interpretation of different intents that refer to the
same objects in the external world but are nonetheless different from a pragmatic and
operational point of view.

Based on both theoretical and practical points of view, the obtained frames, intents,
slots, entities, and related structures have been mapped into a graph database structure
stored in Neo4j, capable of supporting the dialogue management. Such information and
its representation constitute the grounding architecture of the KB.

We then presented some cases of miscommunication that could occur during the
dialogue, showing how our graph KB model should help solve them by navigating its
relations and reading its properties, thus enabling the DM module to signal the problem
and repair it properly with the most appropriate clarification request. Indeed, our
infrastructure is conceived to avoid as much as possible the use of non-reprise questions
in dialogue managing (Ginzburg and Cooper 2001) when situations of uncertainty occur
and it is necessary to acquire new information to achieve the task. Given that, we
propose to use different kinds of target CRs, depending on the pragmatic issue to be
faced, and show some possible strategies to be applied when information is incom-
plete or when it is necessary to build or update the common ground. In Table 2, CRs
with respective functions and associated issues are shown. Furthermore, the presented
structure is flexible, scalable, and domain-independent, since the identified nodes and
relations represent high-level concepts (intents, slots, entities, texts, etc.) that can be
used through different domains. Moreover, our KB also contains dialogic information in
the form of relations, properties, and nodes like filling functions, validation functions,
and actions. These are used to define node-level custom behaviour to be instantiated
when a slot is (or is not) filled or it needs to be validated or when a CR type must be
triggered to go ahead with the communicative exchange. The integration of what we
called ontological nodes and dialogic nodes allows us to refer to our KB as dialogue-
oriented. The defined structure could be easily adapted and implemented to support
any kind of dialogue-enabled application. Furthermore, the KB allows the developers
to manage most of the dialogue configuration in the graph and this results in a flexible
system that has no need to be rewritten in order to change its behaviour but rather
generates it by exploring the dialogic nodes. Since domain and dialogue data are stored
in the graph, it is also possible to generate data-sets to train machine learning models
for entity recognition and for both micro and macro-intents, designing a multi-level
classification architecture. Implementations are not limited to data-driven approaches
but may also support rule-driven approaches, by adding new properties and using the
existing relations. In our case study, we also implemented a Dialogue State Tracking
module using a Bayesian inference engine18 but it could be easily substituted by any
other kind of implementation. In conclusion, we have shown a modular system based
on the flexibility provided by graph databases to adapt dialog management services
to low-level services offered by multiple clients in multiple domains. The discussed
graph-based protocol provides a normalised view of the interactions between dialog
policies, reference corpora and domain elements. From the industrial research point
of view, the graph database provides a tool to easily compare dialog management
policies in multiple domains, extract common issues, optimise procedures and abstract

18 OpenDial framework (Lison and Kennington 2016).
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new general policies that can be rapidly shared with all clients. Finally, considering
the problems arising in human-machine interaction due to inadequate feedback and
impoverished context (Brennan 1998), we assume that a dialogue-oriented approach to
the construction of KBs supporting the dialogue management plays a pivotal role that
needs to be further investigated, moreover because it could easily be adapted to new
contexts and domains.

7.1 Future work

At the current state of the work, frames and some of the related structures need to be
manually instantiated, requiring a significant effort during the knowledge design phase
(also due to the specific domain we have dealt with). In future works, the problem could
be faced by investigating possible strategies for the automatic creation of the graph.
Domain-related text sources contain a lot of information that could be used to define
relations between nodes and could help dialogue management. Moreover, by parsing
the aforementioned texts and analysing the dependencies occurring between verbs and
nouns, we could be able to automatically define new relations. Keeping in mind our
domain, we could identify relations like COMPOSITION, when an element is composed
of other ones, or USED_TOGETHER, when two elements are frequently mentioned
together, and more. We are already working on that, on the one hand, retrieving such
relations from existing taxonomies (domain-specific ones but also open linked data
like Wikidata), on the other hand by extracting them from domain-specific texts (such
as handbooks, instructions but also Wikipedia texts). Added relations could therefore
be used to improve the KB and the dialogue experience. Although tools like Google
Dialogflow and Amazon Alexa Conversation offer NLU capabilities in a simple and
accessible way, they do not explicitly face Common Ground issues in communication.
Given that, by making the infrastructure accessible through web services, it could be
easily integrated into the above-mentioned tools (as well as in any other tool for DM)
combining their capabilities with our architectural ones, giving the possibility to carry
out complex communication exchanges and thus improving the interaction quality.

As Di Maro et al. (2021a) acknowledge, the use of a graph database for the detection
of common ground dialogue inconsistencies could be fundamental for the implemen-
tation of a dialogue system with argumentation capabilities. Indeed, this study can
be framed in the field of formal argumentation, particularly concerning the study of
Argumentation-based dialogue which is an area that still needs a substantial theoretical
framework of reference (Prakken 2018).

Finally, since our theoretical approach needs to be validated, our prototype should
be tested in a real environment measuring the quality of the interaction and the success
rate in proposing the right CRs. Concerning task-oriented dialogue systems, two main
metrics of evaluation methods have been proposed: user satisfaction and user simula-
tion (Deriu et al. 2021). In the first case, the usability of the system can be approximated
by the satisfaction of its users, which can be measured by questionnaires (see among
others (Lund 2001)). In the second case, the idea is to simulate the behaviour of the
users, e.g. by using the simulation as an environment to train a reinforcement-learning
based system thus evaluating the system on the basis of the reward achieved by the
dialogue manager under the user simulation. Under these two methods, several mea-
sures (task-success rate, dialogue efficiency, interaction quality, etc.) and frameworks
(see for example PARADISE framework in Walker et al. (1997)) have been proposed in
the literature and could be used to evaluate our system.
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